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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This book is a collection of
illustrated limericks which comment on the bizarre incoherence which many now perceive in their
daily lives. Though a scholarly and erudite work could be written on the way this has arisen through
the history of ideas in the West since Late Antiquity, it is easier to see what s wrong by considering
small but pithy vignettes of modern life and thought. The limerick serves very well to this end. Here
is an example, not included in the book, which treats a very topical problem. - Q.E.D. - Central
banks are all doing easing, - Lending cash to the rich, whilst just squeezing - The ordinary folk, -
Who ll end stony broke, - And leave the economy wheezing. - In the book, you will find deeper
philosophical and spiritual problems addressed which themselves may underlie these economic
problems we experience. Each is illustrated with a line drawing to help to make the point. The
craziness out there can best be seen in the light of Traditional Christianity from which our culture
derives. In this...
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These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz
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